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How the Constitutional Treaty would enhance Forms of Institutional and National Balance The research presented was funded by the Norwegian Research Council, the University of Oslo, and the Fulbright ‘New Century Scholar’ Program 2003. I am particularly grateful for constructive comments at the Federal Trust, December 16 2003 and later, by Erin Delaney, Mel Marquis, Tore Olsen, Jo Shaw, Alexander Trechsel and Anna Verges. Parts of this paper presents updated and expanded versions of arguments that appeared in Journal of European Public Policy 2005 – cf  Follesdal 2005.
Abstract
The Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe (“CT”) strengthens some of the federal features of the future European political order, and hence makes it more appropriate to apply standards of assessment from federal thought. Stable and legitimate federal political orders require multiple forms of balancing. Many of the changes in the CT are improvements on the Nice Treaty in these regards, and the CT would therefore go some way toward creating a European political order more likely to both merit and facilitate trust and trustworthiness. Such trust is crucial if the institutions are to foster willing support and ‘dual loyalty’ among the citizenry and authorities toward both one’s own member state and toward the union as a whole.
Introduction
Discussions about changes to the European Union often turn on whether proposals respect or even enhance the crucial ‘balance’ carefully achieved over the years. Comparative and philosophical studies of federalism would facilitate such assessments. Federal theorists have long insisted that stable and legitimate federal political orders require multiple forms of balancing. If this is correct, several forms of balancing must be honoured in the EU. The institutions must achieve and maintain three forms of ‘balancing’ or stability at the same time: 
- Between the Member States and the Union institutions;
- Among Union institutions;
- Among Member States within the Union institutions, characteristic of ‘interlocking’ federal institutions.
These different balancing acts must themselves be balanced against each other. 
The Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe (‘CT’) Council of the European Union. 2004.  Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe., Vol. 47. Official Journal of the European Union 2004/C 310/01. is to a large extent an exercise in codification rather than a fundamental overhaul of the ‘operating system’ of the EU. Still, it would strengthen some of the federal features of the future European political order. This makes it even more appropriate to draw lessons and standards from federal thought, also about these balances. 
From the point of view of federal thought, several of the changes in the CT improve on the Nice Treaty. The CT moves toward a European political order with federal elements, in such ways that it would be more likely to both merit and facilitate trust and trustworthiness among Europeans committed to uphold a normatively legitimate political order. I shall argue that such trustworthiness is crucial to foster willing support and ‘overarching loyalty’ among Union citizens, not only toward compatriots of their own member state but toward the union citizenry and authorities as a whole. 
The challenge of building an ‘overarching loyalty’ is especially demanding in the EU. That union consists of well-established Member States that could in principle exist independently, and who hence are prepared to bargain even harder about  many particular choices (Filippov, Ordeshook, and Shvetsova 2004, 315).  A European party system which could foster such cross cutting loyalties  is drastically under-developed (ibid 321). Furthermore, since the decision making arrangements of the EU are exceedingly complex with a high number of veto points, stasis is a permanent risk.
After a few introductory comments on the notion of ‘federalism’, section 1 sketches parts of a normative framework. The point is not to present and defend a particular set of substantial principles of normative legitimacy of federations. Instead the discussion concerns the stabilizing role of such principles in general, and the role of the Charter on Fundamental Rights in particular, since a central issue at stake in the EU is citizens’ trust in their common political order as normatively legitimate, and trust in others’ compliance. Sections 2 to 4 address some aspects of the CT’s contribution to each of these three forms of balancing. Certain elements of the CT would help European institutions create and maintain their own support among European citizens and officials. They thus become exemplars of what Filippov et al call a ‘self-enforcing’ institution, in that: “the motives it engenders among the individual decision makers empowered to change or otherwise subvert its rules and procedures leave them with an interest in maintaining the institutional status quo." (ibid, 15)
The CT would bolster at least two institutional mechanisms for preference formation toward an ‘overarching loyalty’: interlocking federal arrangements, and increased opportunities for contestation among political parties. Both of these are aided by increased transparency. The need to develop and maintain such mechanisms for trust building outweigh criticisms that transparency, interlocking arrangements and political parties also contribute to less effective and efficient problem solving procedures.
These contributions of the CT would add to the impact of the Convention on the Future of Europe itself. It proved an important and interesting, albeit unsatisfactory, arena for public deliberation. The relatively public nature of at least some of the discussions certainly helped stimulate broader reflection on some topics also among observers. They might help foster the appropriate ‘overarching loyalty’ over time. However, whether preference shifts were in the right direction is an empirical rather than conceptual issue, as yet to be determined. We must also insist that the conditions for deliberation in the Convention, while better than many other forums among governments, were still far from those of Habermas’ ‘ideal speech situations', or those conducive to arguments reminiscent of a Rawlsian ‘Original Position’ (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Z\0F\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\10Shaw 2003 #40280\01\02\00\04\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00HA\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_HÚÂ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Shaw 2003, Dobson and Follesdal 2004). Indeed, it is an open question whether such discussions are more likely to yield right outcomes and shifts toward more legitimate preferences, the closer the circumstances of such discussions approach ‘ideal’ standards of deliberation. In addition, many have noted that the deliberations did not yield an agreement on the values of the Union, to the contrary adding to citizens’ confusion and disagreements about what the Union is really about (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00f\0F\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11Olsen 2004 #40410\01\02\00\05\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00\08B\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_8‘Ã\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Olsen 2004). The reception of the CT in France and the Netherlands may in part be due to such remaining disagreements.
Federalism
The CT enhances the relevance of the political philosophy of federalism for the European Union. 
For our purposes, a federation is a political order where competences are constitutionally split between sub-units and central authorities. Cf. Filippov, Ordeshook, and Shvetsova 2004, 9. On federalism cf. Sbragia 1992) and others - Follesdal 2006 contains relevant references and a discussion of definitions. Contrast these definitions with Moravcsik 1998), 6 and others, who seem to regard federal structures as fully centralised. This definition also does not require, but permits sub-unit governments to be included in central institutions (pace King 1982).  This split is made mare clear in the CT, where Articles I-12 - I-18 lay out areas of exclusive competence of the Union institutions, and other exclusive competences for the Member States. A further feature underscores that central decisions are explicitly placed beyond the control of any single sub-unit: The CT shifts the default procedure of decisions in the Council of Ministers from unanimity; and the European Parliament gains certain new powers. This is not to deny that Member States remain influential and exercise control, especially since they participate in central decision-making bodies typical of ‘interlocking’ federal arrangements. They also retain veto on future treaties.
	These federal features are compatible with many other claims about the EU. Considered as a federal political order, Europe remains quite decentralised. Even with the CT it would lack a common defence policy typical of federations, - even though it might ‘frame’ one (Art I-16; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\5C\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11McKay 2001 #32440\01\02\00\05\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_\18ÙÂ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ McKay 2001, 3; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Ø\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Moravcsik 2001 #36270\00\15\00 Moravcsik 2001, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Ú\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Moravcsik 2002 #36290\00\15\00 Moravcsik 2002). The fact that many competences remain shared between sub-units and central authorities does not make it less of a federation. Nor does the federal nature of the EU implicitly require more centralisation – though the Preamble seems to envision such a ‘post-federal’ future since it describes the peoples of Europe “united ever more closely, to forge a common destiny”. My emphasis. Against such a vision, cf. �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\006\0F\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Schmitter 2004 #40230\01\02\00\09\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00 B\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ðÙÂ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Schmitter 2004. 
The Union also has important confederal elements (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00–\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Meehan 2001 #35600\00\12\00 Meehan 2001). An example is the right of member states to withdraw, confirmed in the CT (Art. I-59). Yet some features are clearly beyond standard accounts of ‘confederation’, and exhibit typical federal elements. For instance, the Union’s subjects are citizens and not only member states, Van Gend en Loos v. Nederlandse administratie, Case 26/62 [1963] ECR 1. cf. �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00ç\06\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Weiler 1996 #17680\00\12\00 Weiler 1996. and common decisions need not be unanimous. 
This federal perspective has several implications for assessing the various ‘balances’ of the CT.
a) Balance in the Objectives/Interests/Preferences
The sub-unit authorities and the central authorities have different competences, and they may also have quite different political values and objectives - sometimes referred to as ‘national interests’ and ‘European interests’. James Madison, writing on the US Constitution, made the similar point: ‘The federal and state governments are in fact but different agents and trustees of the people, constituted with different powers, and designed for different purposes.’ (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00ö\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Madison 1961 #36580\00\13\00 Madison 1961).
The CT is ambiguous on this point. It often refers to the Union’s ‘general interest’ without clearly giving recognition to the division of responsibilities between the Member States and the Union institutions in regard to ‘this’ interest. It is, for instance, the obligation of the European Commission to “promote the general interest of the Union.” (Art. I-26). 
b) Constitutional Contestation in Federal Political Orders 
Secondly, comparative federalism warns of a higher level of ongoing constitutional contestation concerning the constitution and its values and interpretation than in unitary political orders (Filippov, Ordeshook, and Shvetsova 2004). Stabilising mechanisms are thus more important, to prevent the disintegration of the political order and citizen disenchantment. These stabilising mechanisms may also have to accommodate and correct great imbalances and conflicts of various kinds. Ironically, the grounds of shared values and goals may be especially weak in federations, given their frequent genesis as solutions to intractable problems otherwise resolved by a unitary political order.
c) The Need for ‘Overarching Loyalty’
In particular, many scholars underscore the need to develop an ‘overarching loyalty’ to the federation as a whole, if the political order is not to disintegrate. (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00x\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\10Linz 1999 #35290\00\10\00 Linz 1999, Filippov, Ordeshook, and Shvetsova 2004).  Citizens and political authorities must have dual political loyalties, both toward compatriots of their own member state and an ‘overarching loyalty’ toward the union citizenry and authorities as a whole federations in this sense do not aim to create ‘post-national’ citizens. Their challenge is instead to be ‘self-sustaining’ so as to create and maintain political loyalty among the citizenry both toward the own member state and toward the European level regime, officials and fellow Europeans (ibid).
d) The Need for a Normative Political Theory
Fourthly, a normative theory of legitimacy is of help to assess the attempts at balancing, and to secure stable compliance in federations. Yet most recent valuable contributions to normative political theory have addressed issues of justice and democracy within on unitary states. Typically, John Rawls addressed ‘sovereign states with central administration’ (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Ñ\03\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\10Rawls 1993 #9780\00\10\00 Rawls 1993, xxii). The insights of these contributions are insufficient to address the further challenges in political orders with federal elements.
1 On Trust among Contingent compliers
Trust and trustworthiness among citizens and officials faces special challenges in federations if they are to remain ‘balanced’ in the senses of remaining federations and creating their own support. 
The need for trust and trustworthiness arises under circumstances of complex mutual dependence. The regular co-operation by each depends on their conscious or habitual expectation of the regular co-operation of others – their ‘confidence of the future regularity of their conduct’ as David Hume put it (�å\12\00”\5CÃw\07\00\00\00ÿÿÿÿ8\00\00\00\02\00àà\0C\00\00ÄÂwÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00øÀË\00\00\007\00Ðä\12\008\00\00\008\00\00\00\04\00\00\00\0C\00\00ã\12\00\07\00\00\00ð\06‘|ÿÿÿÿë\06\01\00\12\00\00\00ˆâ\12\008\00\00\00H\07\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\10Hume 1960 #18650\00\10\00 Hume [1739] 1960, 490). 
Trust in the future compliance by others is central for the long-term stability of a just political order. The truster must believe that it is in the interest of the trusted to act according to the shared expectations - where such interests may be of several kinds that often overlap. The trusted can act out of self interest, within institutions that sanction misbehaviour. The trusted can also be known to act from a sense of appropriateness such that only certain actions seem open to choice for her. Or the trusted person can be known to be other-regarding, concerned for the truster’s well-being. One version of the latter that incorporates all three motivations is where the trusted is known to be a ‘contingent complier’. Such persons prefer to cooperate with existing, fair arrangements - given that most others do. They are prepared to comply with common, fair rules as long as they have reason to believe that others do so as well, for instance out of a sense of justice.
I submit that it is important for long term support for institutions that they develop and maintain a sufficiently large group of citizens and politicians who are contingent compliers, with a sense of justice. 
Contingent Compliers
Contingent compliance occurs I here modify Margaret Levi’s model of ‘conditional consent’ (Levi 1998a, ch. 2). when a citizen decides to comply, or otherwise cooperate, with government demands because he/she:
A) perceives government as trustworthy in making and enforcing normatively legitimate policies; and 
B) she has confidence in other citizens, that they do their part, 
- for instance, out of what John Rawls calls a Duty of Justice,
that they will comply with fair practices that exist and apply to them when they believe that the relevant others likewise do their part; and
to further just arrangements not yet established, at least when this can be done without too much cost to ourselves. 
(Rawls 1971, 336)

The assurance problems among contingent compliers have been long recognized by political theorists. Recent contributions informed by the theory of games underscore how important institutions are by providing a mix of positive laws, transparency, shared practices, and socialization. Sen 1967), Taylor 1987), Ostrom 1991), Scharpf (1997), Rothstein 1998); Levi 1998a). Recent contributions from normative theory include Rawls 1971, Thompson and Gutmann 1996, 72-73; Miller 2000. 
Trust is particularly precarious regarding arrangements that are not obviously in everybody’s self interest all the time, and where we must trust strangers. Then institutions can foster trust among strangers, both through mechanisms that reduce the probability and cost of others’ defection, and through public mechanisms of socialising to certain preferences.
Trust and trustworthiness have become increasingly important among increasingly interdependent Europeans, and even more so with the CT. The CT would replace unanimity with another default standard legislative procedure that requires only qualified majority in the Council (Art I-23), and that involves co-decision by the European Parliament and the Council together. This change removes the safety valve of unanimity, and increases the need for trust and trustworthiness among individuals and among their representatives. Each person must to a greater degree be prepared to adjust or sacrifice their own interests - or those of their electorate – on any single issue, for the sake of other Europeans. A unanimity rule offers protection to citizens of one Member State that they will not be forced into an arrangement contrary to their own interests. However, the multiple veto points of unanimity that protect each, also leads to deadlock and stagnation. The result in the EU was to prevent common action even when obviously in the interest of all. Majority rule, or qualified majority rule, promises more decisive decision making. But stable popular support for such qualified majority procedures requires a well-developed trust in other Europeans and officials (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00™\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\16Nicolaidis 2001 #35630\00\16\00 Nicolaidis 2001). It is therefore unsurprising that the default qualified majority procedure does not apply in a number of key cases urgent for national sovereignty.
Seven Forms of Assurance
We now move to consider several forms of assurance that must be in place if contingent compliers are actually going to comply. As a contingent complier I will comply with rules, institutions and officials’ decisions IF
A) I believe they are normatively legitimate. 
This may require, in cases of doubt, public knowledge that 
1) there is a plausible public political theory regarding democracy, solidarity etc. for the federal political order. This appears to be largely lacking for the European political order. Some of the heated debates in the Convention on the Future of Europe concerned precisely these issues (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00f\0F\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11Olsen 2004 #40410\01\02\00\05\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00\08B\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_HÚÂ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Olsen 2004).
2) that the institutions are simple and transparent enough for citizens to comprehend and assess. Assisted by public media, citizens and authorities must be able to determine whether the institutions and decisions roughly match such normative requirements. 
A positive contribution of the CT in this regard is that it simplifies decision rules, and grants public access to legislative processes in the Council of Ministers and elsewhere. 
3) there is general assurance that the institutions are effective and efficient in the sense of actually producing the normatively desired effects without too much loss - at least when generally complied with. In federal political orders this is especially difficult to secure, due to the complexity of constitutional rules that establish, check, divide and disperse authority among institutions in ways that must be seen to satisfy normative requirements reasonably well. The rules include competence allocation and mechanisms of co-decision and arrangements for constitutional change to ensure the appropriate division of responsibilities among the various central institutions, and so that both sub-units and the centre authorities maintain some competences. 
Assurance regarding effective and efficient institutions has yet to be provided with regards to the European political order. The CT might seem to improve the situation by making unanimity the exception rather than the rule, thereby facilitating more efficient decision making. Member States will have less opportunity to block common decisions, since the standard legislative procedure will only require a qualified majority in the Council (and co-decision by the European Parliament). Yet whether this increase in ‘efficiency’ is to be applauded can only be determined in light of what the objectives of the Union institutions and the national authorities should be in combination, and whether these modifications are likely to enhance these objectives – recall the remarks above regarding European ‘common interests’. As it stands, the CT fails to provide sufficient precision on these issues. This is due to at least two factors. Firstly, the list of objectives of the Union (Art I-3) is impressive, but the list is vague and not ranked. This will often be appropriate for a constitution: Such weighting and ranking is contested, and best left for democratic deliberation and decision. But that would require well-functioning forms of political contestation in the Union, and regarding the leadership of the Commission in particular. 
More problematically, there is insufficient attention to the relationship between the objectives of the Union institutions and those of Member States, and their relative importance. Both problems arise for the Commission, in ways addressed below.
B) I believe that most other actors will comply.
Institutions can promote this trustworthiness in citizens and authorities by adjusting pay-offs and by preference formation. 
1) Payoffs may be affected by checks on institutions, including democratic accountability. The CT secures this by several means: it gives prominence to human rights protections, as briefly discussed below; it increases the powers of the European Parliament; and it increases transparency of the legislative process. On the other hand, the Article on ‘participatory democracy’ (Art. I-47), is too indeterminate concerning which associations may participate: this may well not provide a trustworthy check on the executive power.
2) Institutions can set up or enable independent agents to monitor the compliance of others. Such important tasks are often performed by courts, media and the political opposition. The CT has some changes in this direction, insofar as human rights protections are made more visible (Part II), political parties are recognised (Art I-46), there is more room for political contestation. But these monitoring mechanisms are not well developed – yet. 
3) Institutions can sanction authorities or citizens who violate the rules. This may be particularly important where compliers stand to lose much of value if others do not comply. In the EU this is a likely risk, since implementation of Union decisions is largely the responsibility of Member States who might stand to gain by not complying. Such monitoring is regulated in the CT, with clear roles for the Council, the Commission, European Parliament to address violations by Member State governments (Art. III-163, 165). 
Centralized sanctioning authority can boost citizens’ and politicians’ belief in others’ compliance, but only if the central authorities can be trusted to actually sanction non-compliance, also that of powerful sub-units. There is a risk that powerful states do as they will, while weak Member States do as they must. Some Austrians suspected that this occurred with the ‘Reactions against Austria’ against the Freedom Party entering Austria’s government. Another possible case is the German and French unilateral rejection of the Stability and Growth Pact. The effects on trust and trustworthiness remain to be seen.
Institutions can not only affect the pay-offs, but also increase the likelihood of compliance through various reassurance mechanisms even without sanctions. Institutions may provide important assurance by simply facilitating monitoring of others’ compliance. If government authorities believe that their trustworthiness is challenged they may seek institutionalised arrangements that increase their credibility in the eyes of citizens. They may try to arrange the roles and institutions such that ‘their best option’ is one where ‘their individual benefit depends on the provision of the collective benefit.’ (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\19\0F\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\10Levi 1998 #39560\01\02\00\04\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00PB\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ðÙÂ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Levi 1998b). One set of such measures is the efforts at making EU institutions more simple, transparent and democratic (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00@\0A\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Dehousse 1999 #26790\00\14\00 Dehousse 1999, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00ÿ\0A\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Heritier 1999 #28730\00\14\00 Héritier 1999). 
Finally, as a seventh form of assurance, institutions can also contribute to socialize citizens, and give assurance of this, with regard to the requisite normative sense of justice (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00#\00\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\0FRawls 1971 #360\00\0F\00 Rawls 1971, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00¾\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Rothstein 1998 #33430\00\15\00 Rothstein 1998, �|p\05‘|ÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00"\0A\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\1EBellamy & Warleigh 1999 #26480\00\1E\00 Bellamy and Warleigh 1999). Such a sense of justice is required at several points. Normative concerns may have to affect voters on some crucial issues. For instance, the majority must be trusted to at least give some attention to the plight of those who will lose out in elections - and provide sufficient public assurance that they do so. Citizens must also be able to trust that most other will generally comply with legitimate rules that exist and apply to them, even in the absence of sanctions.	Such endogenous preference formation by political institutions and in the public sphere are crucial to maintain support for the institutions over time, - though authors differ wildly in their optimism. I address some of the socialisation mechanisms of the European political order below, after some remarks on the Charter of Fundamental Rights.
The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the Union
The ‘Charter of Fundamental Rights of the Union’ constitutes Part II of the CT. The Charter was agreed in 2000, but was not given legal force at the time. It was not intended to introduce new rights, but rather to recognize, systematize and give increased visibility to the various existing human rights obligations. As part of the CT the Charter would provide added assurance to citizens that their rights would indeed be protected within the EU. Article I-9 also states that the Union should accede to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights. It would make the union accountable to the European Court of Human Rights, and this would grant Union citizens further assurance.
	Federations and human rights have a long, ambivalent and contested relationship. It harks back at least to disagreements between ‘Federalists’ and ‘Anti-federalists’ about the 1789 Constitution of the United States of America. Some have argued that federations and human rights are mutually supportive. Federal structures safeguard human rights at both sub-unit and central levels, and visible human rights constraints render federations more legitimate and trustworthy.
Others hold that they are mutually destabilising, for two reasons. Firstly, human rights norms can put a federation at risk since they can fuel secessionist movements. Systematic violation by the Centre, of the human rights of citizens of a sub-unit would presumably be a good cause for secession (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00%\0A\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Baubock 2000 #35450\00\13\00 Baubock 2000). So a focus on human rights may make exit more salient for political entrepreneurs who allege mistreatment. In response, I submit that mistaken allegations of this kind can be arrested by trustworthy fact-finding and monitoring human rights institutions, that would assure citizens that their interests are indeed protected. Then secession would be only a safety valve when ordinary judicial and democratic remedies were exhausted. In such cases destabilizing secession as a last resort might not be unacceptable.
A second concern is that the complex web of centre and sub-unit authority in federations is more likely to lead to intentional or accidental violations of human rights. Central authorities might also ignore citizens’ human rights with impunity, while sub-units may enjoy immunity for mistreatment of their citizens, contrary to human rights requirements. The CT would reduce both these risks. Firstly, the Union would be bound by the European Human Rights convention. Secondly, the CT revises a mechanism intended to foster human rights compliance within member states (Art. I-59). The procedure addresses suspicions that a member state engages in systematic violations of the Union’s values. It includes fact-finding, and now includes dialogue – an arrangement that allows the target government to give an account of its policies to the EU. That element of required dialogue was notoriously absent in the ‘Reactions against Austria.’
I conclude that the Charter on Fundamental Rights and other human rights provisions in the CT would provide assurance to citizens that their human rights would be protected, - an assurance of great value for contingent compliers.
We now turn to consider the three forms of balancing that the EU must secure.
2 Balance between Member States and Union Institutions
To maintain an effective federation over time poses special challenges when compared to a unitary political order. All federations experience long term trends toward centralizing and decentralizing decision-making that can hardly be avoided (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\1F\0A\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Weiler 1999 #26450\01\02\00\06\00\00\00\00\00\00¿H\00\08B\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ÐóÈ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Weiler 1999, 318; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Ž\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Dehousse 1994 #32950\00\14\00 Dehousse 1994; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\0F\0E\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Tushnet 1996 #36840\01\02\00\07\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_P>Æ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Tushnet 1996). A crucial issue is how to halt and reverse such drifts, and thus maintain the federal character of the political order. Safeguards must be in place to reduce the risk of undesired, creeping centralisation of all competences, and safeguards may also have to prevent secession by one or more sub-units. 
The arrangements that block such tendencies often threaten the effectiveness and efficiency of the political order.
Subsidiarity
The CT could help secure this balance, and give increased assurance about it, in at least two ways. Firstly, as mentioned above, it increases transparency and clarifies the allocation of different kinds of competences between the Union and the member states - exclusive, shared, complementary and co-ordination (Articles I-12 - I-18). These measures may help reduce such unintended drifts, and thus enhancing trustworthiness.
Judging from the history of federalism, the proper allocation of such competences will remain a crucial concern. Competing versions of the Principle of Subsidiarity all address this contested issue. On such theories of subsidiarity, cf. Follesdal 1998b. 
Secondly, it is important to have institutionalised ‘centrifugal’ forces that prevent the EU from turning into a unified, ‘post-national’ political order with no constitutional role for Member States (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00™\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\16Nicolaidis 2001 #35630\00\16\00 Nicolaidis 2001; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00õ\0E\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11Craig 2003 #40390\01\02\00\05\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00\08B\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_HÚÂ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Craig 2003). The CT’s principle of respect of national identities (Art. I-5) is surely insufficient. This concern is even more pressing with the reduced scope of unanimity, and with it a diminished ability of any one Member State to prevent or modify European wide policies. 
The CT would maintain Member States’ influence in many areas, and grants some new roles. The European Council maintains a role in nominating the Commission President for European Parliament approval, rather than having the President being elected solely by the Parliament. The CT would also give several new powers to national parliaments, eg. as laid out in Protocol 1. They would gain broad access to the Council’s legislative work. 
A potentially very important mechanism to prevent creeping centralisation is the role of national parliaments in monitoring the application of Art. I-11 about subsidiarity:
3. Under the principle of subsidiarity, in areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the Union shall act only if and insofar as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States, either at central level or at regional and local level, but can rather, by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better achieved at Union level.
The national parliaments may voice reasoned objections against draft legislative acts that they think violate subsidiarity (Protocol 2). If enough parliaments agree, the draft must be reviewed. This may help protect against ‘Competence creep’, even though there are two important limits to the efficacy of this arrangement. This right only concerns the exercise of shared competences. Art. I-11(3) only concerns areas that ‘do not fall within [the] exclusive competence” of the Union. That is: when the Union is the sole legislator, subsidiarity does not apply.  unless empowered by the Union to adopt legally binding acts. Secondly, the ultimate court of appeal would be the Euroepan Court of Justice. It remains to be seen whether that Court can and will be trusted to actually overturn Commission proposals upon justified appeals from national parliaments. Thus Weiler asks, in a different but relevant situation:
‘can we trust and have confidence in the ECJ to perform the task of ultimate umpire of the jurisdictional limits? The issue, then, is not one of formal definition of task, but of trust in the performance.’ (Weiler 1999; 318). 
The Court’s credibility was strengthened somewhat when it annulled the Tobacco Advertising Directive in 2000, in a case brought by Germany, reducing the long standing suspicion that it always seeks to expand the competences of the Community. Case C-376/98 Germany v Parliament and Council and C-74/94 R v Secretary of State for Health, ex parte Imperial Tobacco Ltd and Others [2000] ECR I-8419. I am grateful to Agustin José Menéndez for this reference.
Problem: Enforcement still with Member States
A remaining challenge for the EU is the allocation of enforcement authority, which is still largely left with Member States. ‘Variable compliance’ and the attendant suspicion of others’ non-compliance continue to be potential sources of mistrust. This is by no means new with the EU: Madison noted such assurance problems precisely as a reason for centralised enforcement authority in 1787 (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\1D\07\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Madison 1787 #18220\00\13\00 Madison 1787). The upheavals regarding Germany’s and France’s apparent disregard for their commitments under the Stability and Growth Pact illustrate how such partial compliance may unravel trust among citizens and officials of each member state. In the long run this does not bode well for general compliance and support.
3 Balance among Union Institutions
The second form of balancing concerns how the CT would allocate authority among central institutions. This balance must over time satisfy normative conditions of legitimacy concerning procedures and outcomes. 
The concern for institutional balance within the Union is clearly stated in Chernobyl:
‘the treaties set up a system for the distribution of powers among the different European Community institutions, assigning to each institution its own role. Observance of institutional balance means that each of the institutions must exercise its powers with due regard for the powers of the other institutions’ Case 70/88 Parliament v Council 1990 ECR I-2041. I owe this reference to Smismans 2004).
The CT would similarly provide that the Union’s institutions “shall practise mutual sincere cooperation” (Art I-19). 
Among the important objectives that should be secured is to prevent one institution dominating the function of any other, to provide requisite scope for public deliberation about the opportunities to cooperate, and to prevent abuse of public power. ‘Demos-constraining’ elements to prevent domination and abuse have recently been addressed as a ‘republican’ concern (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00¬\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Stepan 1999 #35820\00\12\00 Stepan 1999; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00a\07\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Pettit 1997 #18900\00\12\00 Pettit 1997; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\1E\0F\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Bellamy 1999 #39610\01\02\00\07\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_¸ØÂ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Bellamy 1999). Those legitimate concerns must somehow be squared with the ‘demos-enabling’ arrangements to ensure that the EU can achieve its legitimate objectives.
Some normative theories are quite sceptical of any institutionalised vetos or checks on majorities (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00‹\06\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Goodin 1996 #16760\00\12\00 Goodin 1996; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Î\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Waldron 2000 #36170\01\02\00\07\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00¨A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_\18ÙÂ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Waldron 2000). Likewise, certain deliberative theorists are wary of institutional arrangements that rely on sectional interests instead of seeking to mirror an “ideal deliberative procedure [that] provides a model for institutions, a model that they should mirror, so far as possible” (Cohen 1997, 79).
I submit that it might remain an open question of normative theory, to be resolved partly on empirical grounds, whether institutions should be redesigned to mirror such communicative ideals. Acceptable processes and outcomes might be more reliably secured by constitutional constraints, independent bodies, arrangements of checks and balances etc. than by an unconstrained legislature - partly for reasons of balance, trust and trustworthiness (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\14\0A\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Scharpf 1999 #26340\01\02\00\07\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ðâÌ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Scharpf 1999, 20-22; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00ÿ\07\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\13Shapiro 1996 #20480\01\02\00\07\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ø\0FÆ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Shapiro 1996, 231; vs. �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00V\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Sunstein 2001 #34950\00\14\00 Sunstein 2001, 9).
For instance, it might in principle be possible that non-elected or non-majoritarian institutions, nested within of a broader set of decision-making institutions, best secure the legitimate interests of citizens fairly. – though in fact arguments to this effect often fail, cf. discussions of Majone 1998 and Moravcsik 2002, in Follesdal and Hix 2006. The upshot here is that important issues of balance among Union institutions must be assessed on the normative merits. One important topic concerns the proper role of the Commission. 
The Role of the Commission
The following comments address one of several important issues with regard to the inter-institutional balance: the powers of the Commission and in particular its near-monopoly on legislative proposals (Art. I-26(2)). 
The Commission “shall promote the general interest of the Union and take appropriate initiatives to that end” (Art. I-2(1)). It is not obvious that this Article will ensure that the proper common interests are catered for to the requisite degree. The CT holds that the general interest will be formulated and pursued by the Commission President, who will be proposed by the European Council and elected by the European Parliament. This increases the role of the European Parliament. Some might worry that the change would lead to an unfortunate politicization of the Commission, putting its credibility at risk (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00b\0F\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Majone 2001 #40360\01\02\00\06\00àà\00\00\00¿H\000A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_X�É\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Majone 2001, 261-62; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00õ\0E\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11Craig 2003 #40390\01\02\00\05\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00\08B\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ÐóÈ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Craig 2003, 3).I shall deny this, but instead elaborate another weakness: The ‘general interest’ of the Union should not always override the policy preferences of Member States in the way that is likely when the Commission has monopoly on proposals. 
Two concepts of ‘general interests’
Europeans’ ‘general interests’ may, at first glance, characterize either the subjects or the objects of this ‘European interest’. The ‘general interest’ may thus be preferences that all Europeans share concerning policies, regulations; or objectives that are common or similar for all Europeans. Such preferences may for instance concern that one’s member state, rather than the Union, provides welfare arrangements as part of promoting well-being; or how the member state does so - preferences concerning Member State regulation. In contrast, it is only preferences over Union level regulation that should be relevant for the CT. These may be of at least two different kinds.
The ‘general interests’ of concern are those preferences that Europeans share concerning Union policies, regulations or objectives. Some of these preferences for Union regulation may be based on the need to avoid cooperation traps, prisoners’ dilemmas, etc. These preferences for Collective Action policies regarding rules should thus trump certain - but not necessarily all - Member State regulations and policies.
A quite different set of preferences concerning policies at the Union level concern the need for concerted action for reasons of scale etc., such as the need to have a unified voice as a world actor in global regime building. Such concerted action may be more or less important to secure individuals’ interests than the Collective Action policies. 
Citizens’ preferences as expressed by their governments may thus conflict with proposed Union policies in several ways, and it is only certain important Collective Action policies that should obviously trump other forms of ‘common interest’. Member states that refuse to pool sovereignty, or who vote against Commission proposals, are thus not at all obviously ‘egoistic’ or pursuing national interests in an inappropriate sense.If the only or primary role of the Union is to facilitate the self binding of Member States to a unique Pareto Optimal solution, - in effect securing Collective Action preferences – such dominance by the Commission could be defended. However, the Union has other roles as well.
	To illustrate this concern, consider the Commission’s White Paper on Governance. COM(2001) 428 of July 25 2001. This document gives the impression that the Commission is in charge both of identifying and pursuing the objectives of the Union, and of ‘the’ ‘European interest’. The assumption is clearly that the two are one and the same. Thus the White Paper speaks of ‘The political project which underpins the Union’, and holds that ‘People need to understand better the political project which underpins the Union.’ (p. 28) - implying that there is such a thing as a clearly defined political project.
However, I submit that there is hardly a consensus - even within the Commission - about the nature of this political project. And even if so, with what authority does this body proclaim and pursue these ends of Europe to the detriment of other concerns? Neither the CT nor the White Paper details the nature of this political project. To be sure, both documents provide a list of goals:
These may, with the overall objective of sustainable development, include improving human capital, knowledge and skills; strengthening both social cohesion and competitiveness; meeting the environmental challenge; supporting territorial diversity; and contributing to regional peace and stability. Improved focus will help to guide the reform of policies in preparation for a successful enlargement and ensure that expanding the Union does not lead to weakening or dilution of existing policies. 
(White Paper, 28)
 
A similar list of the objectives of the Union is stated in the CT, Art. I-3: peace, the well-being of its peoples, freedom, security, a single market, sustainable development, a social market economy, aimed at full employment, combating social exclusion, promoting solidarity and respecting cultural diversity, contributing to international free and fair trade…(and so on).
These lists are plausible and perhaps uncontroversial. Yet they are unordered and vague: The all-important details, weights and limits remain obscure. Moreover, they are contested, and are typically the stuff of political contestation among parties and ideologies within Member States, in the Council of Ministers and in the European Parliament. The appropriate weighing might well differ among Member States, as well as between these sub-units and the Commission institutions. 
Yet Art. I-26(1) lays down that ‘The European Commission shall promote the general interest of the Union and take appropriate initiatives to that end.” A central issue is how the Commission should deal with the disagreements concerning specification and weighing of these objectives.
The White Paper gives grounds to suspect that the Commission’s self-understanding will lead it to override such disagreements. The diagnosis offered in the White Paper for the ills of the Union suggest that it is only the Commission that pursues the common ‘European’ interest, and that it therefore should override against the sectoral interests inappropriately pursued by the Council of Ministers:
‘The requirement for consensus in the European Council often holds policy-making hostage to national interests in areas which Council could and should decide by a qualified majority of Member States. This is one example of a failure by the Council to assume its political responsibility for decision-making within the Community method.’ (White Paper, 29)

Undue insistence on national interests may of course be one reason for deadlock, but surely other possibilities are possible. Citizens of one Member State may sometimes have so much at stake that veto is appropriate, or weigh the objectives differently. The White Paper does not even seem to envision such possibilities. We should therefore regard proposals with great caution since they seem based on an incomplete diagnosis of the symptoms.
The White Paper also assumes that inter-institutional qualms concerning the Commission's suggested initiatives render them worse. This is plausible if the Commission has heeded all arguments from all affected parties and weighed them correctly, before expressing this sage conclusion in the form of a legislative initiative. But surely, proposals by the Commission in the ‘general interest’ may sometimes violate the legitimate interests of some Member State citizens, and this should lead their governments to protest. A central concern is thus to clarify who should assess what a fair consideration of interests requires in each case. This body must determine when deadlocks result from undue insistence on ‘national’ interest, and when they are due to quite appropriate insistence on fair consideration of the citizens’ interests. Since the White Paper does not even recognise the latter as an option, it falls far short of offering resolutions or standards for these conflicts. 
To sum up, the Commission’s conception of the general interest of the Union is central to the conception of politics informing the White Paper. Since the Commission regards common policies and the general interest as Pareto improvements and joint gains, it is likely to believe that Member States should be overruled when they cannot be convinced to see the mutual benefits at stake. Yet the notion of ‘the general interest’ in the White Paper and in the CT may be interpreted quite differently by democratically accountable members of the Council and the European Parliament. These interpretations must all be considered. The ‘general interest of the Union’ is presumably a sub-set of the legitimate interests of individuals – Europeans and others. The task of Union institutions is not only to solve Member States’ coordination problems and long-term credibility, but is also to secure other interests of individuals than those secured by coordinated Member State action. And Member States may legitimately pursue other objectives than the common European interest. This may require the Union to abstain from European level regulation. Member State protests and appeals to national interest may be normatively legitimate, and should not be overruled by claims about the ‘general interest of the Union’. 
Granting the Commission monopoly power of the Commission may thus skew the proposals unduly away from the legitimate interests of citizens that do not require common Union policies.
On Politicization of the Commission
Some have worried that the Commission should not be politicized, presumably in the sense of not making its composition and policies reflect controversial party preferences. Instead, it might be thought that its task is to identify, monitor and enforce the unique form of coordination among Member States that amounts to a Pareto improvement. 
In response, I first summarize the discussion above: such a conception of ‘the’ general European interest is at odds with the federal characteristics of the European order. Some decisions may well involve losses for some groups, and many decisions may involve choices with controversial distributive effects. Such decisions would seem to require processes that take due account of all affected parties, and that are perceived to do so. Insofar as Union decisions have contested effects, distributive and otherwise, and there are reasons to believe that several choices are arguably good faith specifications of ‘the general interest of the Union’, I conclude that this worry about politicization seems ill grounded. Indeed, the CT recognizes the contribution of political parties at the European level to ‘contribute to forming European political awareness and to expressing the will of citizens of the Union (Art. I-46).
There are also further reasons to discount worries about ‘politicization’ of the Commission, stemming from the need for stabilising mechanisms. Federal institutions should be ‘self-sustaining’ (Filippov, Ordeshook, and Shvetsova 2004). They must generate their own support among the citizenry. This provides added grounds to welcome political contestation concerning the Union executive.
	Within democratic states, political parties are crucial in citizens’ preference formation, promoting other-regarding perspective and consistency, and may be central in developing the requisite concern for citizens across sub-units. Federation-wide political parties are important because they cooperate and compete at both sub-unit and centre, thereby contest issues and increase their political salience, create somewhat comprehensive and somewhat consistent policy platforms, specify objectives, make complex policy trade-offs, and scrutinize competitors’ attempts at these tasks (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00x\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\10Linz 1999 #35290\00\10\00 Linz 1999). They provide crucial information for citizens seeking to assess the government in power, and also shape citizens’ political preferences. 
It would seem that party competition would also be crucial at the level of the European Union, to develop the desired ‘overarching loyalty.’ As of yet, parties are not fully developed and functioning at the Union level. Elections to the EP are largely ‘second order’ elections, a venue voters use to express their views about national government performance rather than focused on Union level political issues (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00�\0E\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\0FHix 1999 #37980\01\02\00\03\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_àâÆ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Hix 1999; Hix and Lord 1997). Further pessimism may be fuelled by younger generations ‘postmaterialist’ declining interest in party politics (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00O\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Inglehart 1999 #34880\00\15\00 Inglehart 1999). 
Yet the CT not only acknowledges some role for political parties (Art. I-45(4)); it also would ensure increased transparency of the legislative process (Art. I-49) and increased powers to the European Parliament (Art. I-19) - possibly influencing the choice of Commission President. The upshot may well be that European-level policies over time become contested, among European-level parties (Hix and Lord 1997; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00=\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Magnette 2001 #32110\00\14\00 Magnette 2001; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\5C\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11McKay 2001 #32440\01\02\00\05\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_øïÊ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ McKay 2001). Optimists may hope that these changes would make it more likely that parties will contribute to shaping Europeans’ political preferences toward the requisite overarching loyalty over time. Such contestation may challenge a received view of the proper ‘apolitical’ role of the Commission. I have argued that this view seems to rest on a flawed conception of the ‘general interest’ of the Union, and that the benefits seem worth such costs.
4. Balance among Member States: Voting Weights
In many federal political orders the sub-units vary drastically in population size. In the EU in particular, member states with small populations enjoy powers beyond what the principle of ‘one person one vote’ seems to warrant. This outcome is typical of the bargains among formerly sovereign states leading to ‘coming together’ federations (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00¬\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Stepan 1999 #35820\00\12\00 Stepan 1999). Small units require overrepresentation to consent to a union where they otherwise are likely to find themselves in the minority on many decisions. From this perspective, small states should continue to wield power irrespective of population size. Reforms that seek to maintain equal representation of Member States might seek to bolster the intergovernmental Council of Ministers, and possibly tie Commissioners closer to the interests of the various states. 
In later stages, when federations come of age, citizens of more populous regions often frown upon such agreements (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00�\06\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Pinder 1993 #16940\00\12\00 Pinder 1993, 101)Pinder, John1993The new European federalism the i4660. This tension was the immediate and most visible cause of the failure of the Draft Constitutional Treaty at the IGC - though other concerns might have been hiding in the shadows of this conflict. To equalise influence of citizens, institutional reform could increase the powers of the European Parliament, adjusting the electoral bases of the seats to equalize representation. State votes in the Council of the European Union could reflect population size. 
Whether over representation of small states can be defended remains a contested issue in normative political theory. Some arguments appear to be based on ‘communitarian’ normative theories that focus on the interests ‘of communities’, or those of select dominant citizens within these communities. This position seems incompatible with egalitarian norms which insist that it is the interests of individuals that are of equal ultimate concern. An important question is thus whether other normative defences can be offered for over representation of small states, consistent with the commitment to equal respect for all citizens. I submit that one such justification is to maintain citizens’ and politicians’ contingent compliers’ support for these arrangements over time. 
Votes to secure Various Liberties
One line of defence for skewed voting weights denies that majority rule is normatively appropriate for populations divided in majorities and minorities along cultural, ethnic or other cleavages. In such societies individuals face different risks of ending in the minority on important issues (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00…\06\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11Barry 1991 #16700\00\11\00 Barry 1991; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00U\06\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\15Follesdal 1998 #16220\00\15\00 Follesdal 1998a; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00Ë\0A\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\14Lijphart 1999 #28200\00\14\00 Lijphart 1999; �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\5C\0C\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11McKay 2001 #32440\01\02\00\05\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ ÑÂ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ McKay 2001, 146-47). Arguments of this kind may explore the various sorts of individuals’ liberties to be secured - non-interference, non-domination, or enhanced capability sets - or a combination of these (cf. �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00^\0F\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Dobson 2004 #40320\01\02\00\06\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00\08B\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ðÙÂ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Dobson 2004), or the normative claim to respect for expectations created by existing political units (Follesdal 1996). A central consideration is how institutions can promote the trustworthiness of the authorities in a population deeply divided on political issues. 
	One upshot of such arguments is that what is ‘proportional’ voting weight is not only a mathematical issue, but one that rests of substantive normative premises. It would hence be premature to criticize Spain and Poland for their refusal to back down from the voting weight agreement of the Treaty of Nice, to more ‘equal’ distribution of votes in the CT. Several issues may be normatively important for citizens: to have a roughly equal opportunity to be part of a ‘winning’ coalition sufficient to determine the direction of various policies in pursuit of one’s conception of the common interest. Or to have a roughly equal opportunity to be part of a ‘blocking’ coalition, to prevent decisions regarded as unacceptably harmful to the common interest. Or the normatively legitimate distribution of voting weights might seek to combine the two, e.g. to equalize citizens’ net ‘political opportunity’, expressed as the probability of ending up in a winning coalition minus the probability of ending up in a losing coalition. for a discussion of this measure and its relation to Banzhaf’s Power Index cf. Midgaard 1998). The ability to pursue interests may also be weighed more or less than the ability to block decisions. These choices of ‘proportional’ voting weight are clearly not solely the expression of a value-free notion of proportionality. They require careful reflection on the objectives of democratic decision-making and institutions’ roles in facilitating sufficient trust. 
Socialisation toward ‘Overarching Loyalty’ under Interlocking Federalism
Another reason to over represent small sub-units is to ensure that the multiple domestic perspectives will actually provide input into the joint deliberations. This is particularly important in ‘interlocking’ federal arrangements owing to the institutions’ role in preference formation.
Citizens in interlocking federal arrangements are vulnerable to representatives of other sub-units who participate in the central decision making bodies and may block common decisions. The arrangements may also reduce accountability since they hinder clear determination of responsibility (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00™\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\16Nicolaidis 2001 #35630\00\16\00 Nicolaidis 2001, 451). Still, such arrangements are often recommended due to their socialization impact. They lead sub-unit representatives to negotiate or deliberate about common concerns in such a way that they adjust their preferences to include consideration of other members of the federation (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00\1F\0E\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11McKay 2000 #37000\00\11\00 McKay 2000; �|p\05‘|ÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00w\0D\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\1BSimeon & Conway 2001 #35280\00\1B\00 Simeon and Conway 2001, �å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00W\0F\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\11McKay 2004 #40250\01\02\00\05\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00 B\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_\00uÈ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ McKay 2004). We should expect similar effects within the EU. With increased transparency and public attention, the deliberate changes in elites should in turn have some influence on political parties, and ultimately on the general public.
The CT would provide additional measures that promote such public negotiations and socialisation toward an ‘overarching loyalty.’ It would secure more transparency regarding Union institution proceedings, and would ensure that national parliaments get copies of legislative proposals and Commission consultation documents ((Art. I-50, Protocol on Subsidiarity). 
Some alleged benefits of transparency are more contested: it is for instance not clear that increased publicity engenders more fair outcomes (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00_\0F\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Naurin 2004 #40330\01\02\00\06\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00\08B\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ðÙÂ\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00°ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Naurin 2004). Greater transparency also carries some costs both with regard to administrative burdens, and because public scrutiny may reduce the parties’ willingness to elaborate creative new options at odds with the electorate’s preferences. However, I submit that public access to authorities’ reasoning about the common European interest is very important for long term preference formation in the general public. Transparency also seems crucial to enhance the trustworthiness of institutions, not least because it allows media and opposition parties to hold the intergovernmental actors more accountable. Such long-term benefits seem worth the possible costs in effectiveness and efficiency.
Conclusion
The Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe (“CT”) would strengthen several federal features of the future European political order. It would promote important forms of balance, between the Member States and the Union institutions, among the Union institutions, and among Member States within the Union institutions. Several of the changes from the Nice Treaty are much needed improvements in these regards. Among the most significant changes are increased transparency and simplicity, more visible human rights constraints, enhanced opportunities for political contestation, and the increased role of national parliaments.
Some opportunities might have been explored even more. The risk of creeping centralisation typical of federations might have been reduced even more if national parliaments could appeal an even broader range of Union applications of the principle of subsidiarity. Critics might argue that such mechanisms may reduce or slow the Union’s ability to promote the general interests of the Union. Yet I have argued that the effectiveness and efficiency of the European political order as a whole might not suffer. Interpreting the European political order as a federal system entails that the ‘national interests’ can not legitimately be dismissed as unbecoming a ‘post-national’ political order. Member State protests and appeals to ‘national interests’ may be normatively legitimate, and should not always be overruled by ‘the general interest’. So effectiveness and efficiency can only be determined on the basis of the complex mixes of legitimate ‘European’ and ‘national’ interests. And an overriding concern must be to not only secure short term effectiveness, but also trustworthiness over time.
	The CT would change how the Commission President is selected. Member State governments might prefer other candidates than those favoured by the European Parliament. The ambiguity concerning the CT reference to the general interest thus has implications for assessing this shift in balance. 
The balance among Member States within Union institutions raises unresolved normative issues concerning voting weights. The IGC discussions underscored that the draft constitutional treaty did not bring closure to this important topic. One strategy to resolve such disagreements may be to explore further the claims for voting weights, be it the concern for protection or for influence - or a combination of these.
	The CT would strengthen some ‘self-sustaining’ mechanisms, that may over time promote citizens’ and authorities’ willing support.  These include the ‘interlocking’ federal arrangements, and the new opportunities for contestation among political parties both at the national and Union level, about European level policies. 
These arguments based on comparative federal studies and the political theory of federalism suggest that the CT would go some distance toward a legitimate and self-enforcing federal European political order. The changes proposed in the CT and discussed here would facilitate trust and trustworthiness among Europeans with a sense of justice – regarded as contingent compliers prepared to comply with institutions that are normatively and socially legitimate. Such a revised European political order may also merit such increased trust.
A final cautionary note is appropriate. David Easton long ago pointed out how trustworthiness in institutions and in one’s fellow citizens seems necessary for the long term support for a multi-level or federal political order, and for authorities’ ability to govern. (�å\12\00”\5CÃwˆ Áwÿÿÿÿ8\00\01\00€\0E\00\00RC:\5CDocuments and Settings\5Candreasfloc\5CDesktop\5CTo-From Memory Stick\5CAF-Main-PC5.pdt\12Easton 1965 #37970\01\02\00\06\00àà\00\00\00¿H\00`A\14\00ÿÿÿÿ\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\14\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00\0C\00\00\00\00\00\00ºI_ ®ø\00\01\00\00\00\01\00\00\00\00\00\00\00´ò\12\000¬W\00ÿÿÿÿ Easton 1965, 161). The collapse of the ‘permissive consensus’ toward further European integration underscores this (Lindberg and Scheingold 1970). Easton was acutely aware that authorities must draw on others to convince citizens of the normative legitimacy of the system in order to maintain general diffuse support.  Such input is of two kinds: empirical and normative – about how the EU actually works, and about to which normative conditions citizens should hold the EU. Such normative standards – from political philosophy and by philosophers – might not increase general support for the EU. What if the most defensible standards of legitimacy were to show the present regime or particular institutions within the EU fail to secure their proper objectives and values to a reasonable extent? Then normative political theory may diminish what mistaken diffuse support there was, and claim that the Emperor has no clothes, in the sense that the regime may not have the moral right to obedience. Normative political theory may bring that out in the open. In this case, ‘the solution to the problem of political discontent is reform of government, not reform of public expectations.’ (Miller and Listhaug 1999, 216).
	Normative reflection may side with this conclusion, adding support to the need for reforms of the European political order. Such normative dismay, expressed in Constitutional Courts, among academics and elsewhere, may have been one reason why the Convention on the Future of Europe was called in the first place. And it might have motivated some of the votes in France and the Netherlands against the CT.
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